MODEL P38

Pacesetter for modern large-frame sporting pistols. First with reliable double-action and positive safety features. Often copied but never equalled in performance or styling. Offered with rugged, non-reflective black matt finish to provide extended service and durability under all field and climatic conditions. Walther P 38's are individually boxed and complete with cleaning rod, extra magazine, instruction booklet and factory test target. See your dealer. Also available in high gloss, polished blue finish...Caliber 9mm Parabellum...and Caliber .22 LR matt black finish.

CAL. 9mm Parabellum
$120
MATT BLACK
Caliber .22 LR Matt Black non-reflective finish $140

AUTHENTIC CONTINENTAL DESIGN

P 38 HOLSTERS

European Saddle Leather

Full-flap, top-grain leather holsters to fully cover and protect your P 38. Stitched and riveted for rugged field use. Complete with extra magazine pocket, quick-release strap and unique 'gravity' opening speed feature design. Rich black gloss finish.

LAPUA NON-CORROSIVE AMMO!

9mm Parabellum

Precision produced and packaged expressly for Interarms by the world-famed facilities of Lapua, Finland. Highest quality Berdan primed, non-corrosive 9mm Parabellum ammunition at a cost low enough to really shoot...at this price why reload? See your dealer today. Packed 25 per box.

COMMERCIAL PACK
PER 100 ROUNDS
$8.00

Case lots of 2,000 only $160.

INTERARMS
10 PRINCE STREET,
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22313
PHONE: (703) 548-4437